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Basato su attivita’ di ricerca sviluppate all’interno del progetto 
AEOLUS: Mastering the Cloud Complexity 
Cloud computing 
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Tecnologia che 
permette l’accesso 
ad applicazioni e 
risorse di calcolo 
ospitate 
remotamente 
Esempio 
u  IaaS - Amazon EC2: 
n  su una macchina Amazon EC2 abbiamo installato un 
servizio web accedibile all’URL 
https://ec2-54-72-15-185.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com/ 
u  PaaS - Juju: 
n  tale servizio fornisce una piattaforma per la gestione 
di risorse cloud  
u  SaaS - Wordpress: 
n  useremo il servizio Juju per mettere in esecuzione 
su macchine virtuali Amazon EC2 il servizio 
Wordpress (un popolare blog open source) 
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Deployment 
u Deployment: 
n  Scelta della collocazione dei componenti 
software sulle macchine disponibile 
n  Definizione dei collegamenti fra essi 
u Solitamente deciso manualmente 
dall’ ’’architetto’’ di una applicazione 
cloud 
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Tool per il deployment  
u Attivita’ complesse: 
n  La scelta di un deployment… 
n  …e la sua realizzazione 
sono attivita’ complesse 
u Per questo motivi sono in fase di  
realizzazione strumenti a supporto 
all’operatore nella fase di deployment 
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Esempi di tool (1) 
u Linguaggi di Scripting: 
n  Es. cloudfoundry  
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$ cf create-service 
What kind?> 1 
Name?> cleardb-e2006 
Creating service cleardb-e2006... OK 
$ cf bind-service 
1: myapp 
Which application?> 1 
1: cleardb-e2006 
Which service?> 1 
Bindi g cleardb-e2006 to myapp... OK 
Esempi di tool (2) 
u Domain Specific Languages: 
n  Es. puppet  
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package  
{ 'openssh-server':  
   ensure => installed,} 
file  
{ '/etc/ssh/sshd_config': 
  source  => 'puppet:///modules/sshd/sshd_config', 
  owner   => 'root',  
  group   => 'root', 
  mode    => '640',  
  notify  => Service['sshd'],  
  require => Package['openssh-server'],} 
service  
{ 'sshd':  
   ensure => running, 
   enable => true, 
   hasstatus => true,  
   hasrestart => true,} 
Esempi di tool (3) 
u Model-driven tool: 
n  Es. Juju  
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Juju all’opera 
u  Pro: 
n  Permette molto comodamente di mettere in 
campo componenti software e collegarli fra loro 
u  Contro: 
n  Nessun controllo a livello di modello  
(vedi Wordpress senza il proprio DB) 
n  Decidere manualmente i componenti da mettere in 
campo, l’ordine di deployment, e di realizzazione 
dei binding 
n  Spreco risorse: una macchina per ogni 
componente software 
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Aeolus:  
Mastering the cloud complexity 
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u  Progetto di ricerca finanziato dalla agenzia di 
finanziamento della ricerca francese 
u  Scopo: studiare il problema del deployment 
automatico e sviluppare tool migliori 
u  Partner coinvolti: 
n  Universita’ Paris VII (open source) 
n  Univesita’ di Nizza (ricerca operativa) 
n  Mandriva (servizi su software open source) 
n  INRIA Focus (modelli e linguaggi per sistemi 
concorrenti e distribuiti) 
Automatic management  
di package-based software systems 
u Esistono tool sofisticati per FOSS (free 
and open-source software) 
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Distributions
a “somewhat” successful idea . . .
openSUSE, Debian, Red Hat, Ubuntu, Mandriva, Fedora, Linux Mint, PCLinuxOS, Slackware, Gentoo
Linux, CentOS, FreeBSD, Arch, Sabayon, Puppy, Lubuntu, MEPIS, Ultimate, NetBSD, Tiny Core, Zenwalk,
CrunchBang, Dreamlinux, Vector, Kubuntu, Maemo, aptosid, Peppermint, PC-BSD, Chakra, Salix,
ClearOS, KNOPPIX, Xubuntu, Super OS, BackTrack, gOS, TinyMe, Zentyal, EasyPeasy, Frugalware,
Clonezilla, Pardus, Meego, OpenBSD, Quirky, PC/OS, Zorin, SystemRescue, Element, Unity, SliTaz,
Macpup, wattOS, Scientific, Mythbuntu, Slax, DragonFLY, Elive, linux-gamers, 64 Studio, mageia,
Nexenta, Parisx, NuTyX, GhostBSD, Kongoni, moonOS, LFS, Lunar, Imagineos, Untangle, Yellow Dog,
aLinux, Yoper, IPFire, BlankOn, PureOS, FreeNAS, Moblin, Linpus, TurboLinux, blackPanther, . . .
Il modello dipendenze/conflitti 
u Questi tool sono basati su metadati 
associati ai pacchetti 
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158 R. Di Cosmo, S. Zacchiroli, and G. Zavattaro
Package: wordpress
Version : 3.0.5+ dfsg -0+ squeeze1
Depends: httpd, mysql -client , php5 , php5 -mysql , libphp - phpmailer (>= 1.73-4), [...]
Package: mysql -server -5.5
Source: mysql -5.5
Version : 5.5.17 -4
Provides : mysql -server , virtual -mysql -server
Depends: libc6 (>= 2.12), zlib1g (>= 1:1.1.4) , debconf , [...]
Pre -Depends: mysql -common (>= 5.5.17-4), adduser (>= 3.40), debconf
Package: apache2
Version : 2.4.1-2
Maintainer : Debian Apache Maintainers <debian -apache@...>
Depends: lsb -base , procps , perl , mime -support , apache2 -bin (= 2.4.1-2),
apache2 -data (= 2.4.1 -2)
C o n f l i c t s : apache2 .2- common
Provides : httpd
D e s c r i p t i o n : Apache HTTP Server
Fig. 1. Debian package metadata for WordPress, Mysql and the Apache web server (excerpt)
Use case 1 — Package installation. Before considering the services that a machine is
offering to others (locally or over the network), we need to model the software instal-
lation on the machine itself, so we will see how to model the three main components
needed by WordPress, as far as their installation is concerned.
Software is often distributed according to the package paradigm [7], popularized
by FOSS distributions, where software is shipped at the granularity of bundles called
packages. Each package contains the actual software artifact, its default configuration,
as well as a bunch of package metadata.
On a given machine, a software package may exists in different states (e.g. installed
or uninstalled) and it should go through a complex sequence of states in different phases
of unpacking and configuration to get there. In each of its states, similarly to what hap-
pens in most software component models [9], a package may have context requirements
and offer some features, that we call provides. For instance in Debian, a popular FOSS
distribution, requirements come in two flavors: Depends which must be satisfied be-
fore a package can be used, and Pre-Depends which must be satisfied before a package
can be installed. This distinction is of general interest, as we will see later, so we will
distinguish between weak requirements and strong requirements.
An excerpt of the concrete description of the packages present in Debian for Word-
Press, Apache2 and MySQL are shown in Fig. 1.
To model a software package at this level of abstraction, we may use a simple state
machine, with requirements and provides associated to each state. The ingredients of
this model are very simple: a set of states Q, an initial state q0, a transition function
T from states to states, a set R of requirements, a set P of provides, and a function
that maps states to the requirements and provides that are active at that state, and
tells whether requirements are weak or strong. We call resource type any such tuple
〈Q,q0,T,P,D〉, which will be formalized in Definition 1.
A system configuration built out of a collection of resources types is given by an
instance of each resource type, with its current state, and a set of connections between
La configurazione di pacchetti coincide 
alla soluzione di un problema SAT 
u Una variabile booleana per ogni 
pacchetto 
n  TRUE – installato 
n  FALSE – non installato 
u Conflitti/dipendenze formulati come 
formule booleane 
u Trovare una configurazione corretta 
coincide a capire come soddisfare tali 
formule 
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La configurazione di pacchetti coincide 
alla soluzione di un problema SAT 
u Una variabile booleana per ogni 
pacchetto 
n  TRUE – installato 
n  FALSE – non installato 
u Conflitti/dipendenze formulati come 
formule booleane 
u Trovare una configurazione corretta 
coincide a capire come soddisfare tali 
formule 
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Si possono usare  
sofisticati SAT solvers 
A cosa coincide il problema del 
deployment? 
u Come concettualizzare il problema che 
deve risolvere l’operatore che mette in 
campo applicazioni cloud? 
u Per rispondere a questa domanda 
abbiamo sviluppato l’Aeolus component 
model 
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Aeolus component model 
u  Un componente ha porte provide e require 
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Provide 
ports 
Require 
ports 
Aeolus component model 
u  Un componente ha porte provide e require 
u  Un componente ha un automa interno 
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Provide 
ports 
Require 
ports 
Aeolus component model 
u  Un componente ha porte provide e require 
u  Un componente ha un automa interno 
u  Le porte sono attivate o disattivate in base 
allo stato interno attuale 
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Provide 
ports 
Require 
ports 
Esempio similare: CloudMF 
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Figure 6: Life-cycle of a node
Changing the status of an artefact encompasses adapting all its de-
pendencies accordingly. The resources that can be associated to an
artefact type can be annotated with commands describing how to
move from one state to another.
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Figure 7: Life-cycle of an application
In our SENSAPP use case, the adaptation will result in the follow-
ing. First, the SENSAPP artefact running on the same node of the
SENSAPP ADMIN artefact is stopped. Then, a new node is pro-
visioned and the SENSAPP artefact is deployed on it with all its
dependencies.
In order to deploy SENSAPP, a first command is triggered in or-
der to retrieve the deployable artefact (e.g., the SENSAPP servlet).
Once completed, this artefact falls in the uninstalled state. Then
commands are called to: (1) install the artefact (e.g., deploy the
servlet in the Jetty container), (2) configure it (e.g., configure the
Jetty for the web-app) and (3) start it (e.g., restart Jetty). During
this process, the CPSM is enriched with run-time information (see
Figure 8).
Figure 8: CPSM run-time enrichment
3.3 Synthesis
As illustrated through our SENSAPP use case, CLOUDMF can be
used to provision, deploy, and adapt multi-cloud systems. The fol-
lowing list summarises how it fulfills the requirements presented in
Section 2.
Separation of concerns (R1): The component-based design of
the CLOUDML metamodel ensures that the provisioning and
deployment templates and models are modular and loosely-
coupled.
Cloud provider-independence (R2): The layering of the model-
ling stack into CPIMs and CPSMs ensures that the provision-
ing and deployment templates are cloud provider-independent.
Reusability (R3): The type-instance pattern in the CLOUDML
metamodel ensures that the types can be reused within sev-
eral models.
Abstraction (R4): The models@run-time environment provides
an abstract and up-to-date representation of the running sys-
tem which can be dynamically manipulated.
3.4 Reference implementation
CLOUDMF is available as an open-source project2. It is implemen-
ted with Java and Scala as programming languages and Maven as a
build tool. The current codebase consists of around 5 000 lines of
Java code and 1 000 lines of Scala code. The CLOUDML models
and metamodels are represented as plain Java objects. These mod-
els can be serialised in either JSON or XMI. The JSON and XMI
codecs are based on Kotlin 3 and the Kevoree Modeling Framework
(KMF) 4 [15], respectively. The current provisioning and deploy-
ment engine is jclouds 5, but other engines such as Cloudify 6 are
under consideration. CLOUDMF has been used with several use
cases from EU projects such as REMICS [4], MODAClouds [1, 5]
and PaaSage [3]. These use cases range from IoT applications to
enterprise systems.
2https://github.com/SINTEF-9012/cloudml
3http://kotlin.jetbrains.org/
4https://github.com/dukeboard/
kevoree-modeling-framework
5http://jclouds.incubator.apache.org/
6http://www.cloudifysource.org/
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{
"id" : "SensApp",
"retrieval" : "wget -P ~ http://cloudml.org/SensApp.
war; wget -P ~ http://cloudml.org/startsensapp.
sh ; wget -P ~ http://cloudml.org/deploysensapp.
sh",
"deployment" : "deploysensapp.sh",
"start" : "startsensapp.sh",
"requires" : [
{ "id" : "JettyCapability", "isOptional" : false },
{ "id" : "MongoDBCapability", "isOptional" : false
}
],
"inputs" : [
{
"id" : "RESTChannel",
"portNumber" : "8080",
"isRemote" : true
}
],
"provides" : [
{
"id" : "RESTServer",
"portNumber" : "8080"
}
]
}
]
A binding type represents a binding between two port typeswith the
same visibility. In particular, a deployment dependency represents a
binding involving a mandatory client port (e.g., the Jetty container
and the MongoDB database have to be deployed before the SENS-
APP servlet), while a communication channel represents the other
bindings (e.g., the SENSAPP servlet communicates with SENSAPP
ADMIN servlet through Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) on
port 8080 as depicted in Listing 3). A binding type can b asso-
ciated to resources specifying how to configure the artefact types
in order to communicate with each other.
Listing 3: An example of a binding type from a CPIM in JSON
"bindingTypes" : [
{
"id" : "RESTBinding",
"client" : "RESTClient",
"server" : "RESTServer",
"clientResource" : {
"id" : "client",
"retrieval" : "wget -P ~ http://cloudml.org/
configuresensappadmin.sh",
"configuration" : "cd ~; sudo bash
configuresensappadmin.sh"
}
}
]
Instance level. The portion of the DSML metamodel that cov-
ers the instances of the CPIM is akin to the one that covers the
types. Hence, it encompasses three main concepts, namely node
instances, artefact instances, and bindings instances. Please note
that these instances will constitute the provisioning and deployment
template.
Listings 4 and 5 present some excerpts of instances of the types
described above in JSON syntax.
A node instance represents an instance of a virtual machine (e.g., a
virtual machine running GNU/Linux called smallGNULinux1).
Listing 4: An example of a node instance from a CPIM in JSON
"nodeInstances" : [
{
"id" : "smallGNULinux1",
"type" : "SmallGNULinux",
"provides" : [
{
"id" : "ssh1",
"type" : "SSH"
}
]
}
]
An artefact instance represents an instance of a component of the
application on a specific virtual machine (e.g., an instance of the
Jetty container and of the SENSAPP server deployed on the virtual
machine above).
Listing 5: Examples of artefact instances from a CPIM in
JSON
"artefactInstances" : [
{
"id" : "jetty1",
"type" : "Jetty",
"destination" : "smallGNULinux1",
"provides" : [
{
"id" : "jettyCapability1",
"type" : "JettyCapability"
}
]
},
{
"id" : "sensApp1",
"type" : "SensApp",
"destin on" : "smallGNULinux1",
"r quires" : [
{ "id" : "jettyCapability1" },
{ "id" : "mongoDBCapability1" }
],
"inputs" : [
{
"id" : "restChannel1",
"type" : "RESTChannel"
}
],
"provides" : [
{
"id" : "restServer1",
"type" : "RESTServer"
}
]
}
]
The CPIMs specified with the editor are provided as input to the
refinement engine.
3.1.2 Refinement engine
The aim of the refinement engine is to produce from CPIMs a
CPSM to be consumed by the run-time platform (see Figure 4).
The inputs of this component are three: (i) CPIMs, (ii) deployment
resources (e.g., scripts, binaries, source code) and (iii) constraints
and metadata from the cloud application vendor through a deploy-
ment wizard.
The core element of the refinement engine is an in-memory CPIM.
A CPIM can be loaded through the codecs module. This module
is responsible for serializing and unserializing a deployment model
into or from an in-memory model.
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Esempio: wordpress 
u Possono esistere dipendenze che 
forzano un ordine delle azioni di binding 
e deployment 
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Conflitti nel modello Aeolus 
u I conflitti possono essere espressi come 
porte speciali 
n  Apache web server e’ in conflitto con 
lighttpd web server 
ESOCC'13 - 11.9.2013 Aeolus: Mastering the Complexity of Cloud Application Deployment 
Esempio: kerberos con 
supporto openldap 
u L’installazione di kerberos con supporto 
lpad in Debian 
n  package krb5 e openldap 
n  Problema: portare krb5 nello stato normal 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the ge eration of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Esempio: kerberos con 
supporto openldap 
u Deployment plan:  
newRsrc(krb5), newRsrc(openldap), 
stage1(krb5), bind(libkrb,openldap,krb5), 
normal(openldap), bind(libldap,krb5,openldap), 
normal(krb5) 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
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that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
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does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
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As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
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the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
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that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
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describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
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specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
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As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Esempio: kerberos con 
supporto openldap 
u Deployment plan:  
newRsrc(krb5), newRsrc(openldap), 
stage1(krb5), bind(libkrb,openldap,krb5), 
normal(openldap), bind(libldap,krb5,openldap), 
normal(krb5) 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Possiamo ridurci a un problema 
noto? (come SAT per i packages) 
u I deployment plan assomigliano alle firing 
sequence in Petri nets: 
n  Token si muovono da piazze sorgenti a piazze 
destinazione tramite transizioni 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Possiamo ridurci a un problema 
noto? (come SAT per i packages) 
u …si’, ma bisogna considerare reti di Petri 
con archi inibitori a causa dei conflitti 
n  Modello Turing completo, quindi tale problema 
e’ indecidibile 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
missing out the generation of the krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Il problema e’ quindi indecidibile? 
u Abbiamo mostrato che il problema e’ 
decidibile, ma di complessita’ 
estremamente elevata (Ackermann-hard) 
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• unbind(r, id1, id2) that deletes the binding between the
provided port r of the component identified by id1 and
the required port of the component identified by id2;
• stateChange(id,s0,s1) that changes the state of the com-
ponent identified by id from s0 to s1.
It is worth noticing that there can be more than one
way to reach a given configuration of components. For in-
stance, one possible way to obtain the configuration de-
picted in Fig. 1 from scratch, is to first create the resources
via the actions create(wordpress,w), create(apache2,a), and
create(mysql,m). These three actions create three new com-
ponents identified by w, a, and m respectively. All these new
components will be in the uninst state that is the initial state for
all of them. Then the apache2 and mysql components can be
installed by performing the action stateChange(a,uninst, inst)
and stateChange(m,uninst, inst). At this point, to be able
to install wordpress, we need first to bind the mysql inst
port. This is done by performing bind(mysql inst,m,w). After
the creation of the binding, wordpress can be installed by
performing stateChange(w,uninst, inst). Finally the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 1 can be obtained by performing the
bind(httpd,a,w) and stateChange(m, inst,run) actions.
Note that the unbind, delete, and stateChange actions some-
times cannot be performed since their execution would violate
the constraint that each active require port must be bound to
an active provide one. bind and create actions, instead, can
always be performed as bindings are allowed between ports
that are not active and we require that initial states do not
activate require ports.
As a final remark, we observe that the decision to use
one unique internal target state to specify the configuration
to be reached is not a limitation. In fact, this target state
could activate several require ports indicating an entire set of
functionalities that must be present in the final configuration.
III. THE PLANNING ALGORITHM
We now present our algorithm to solve the deployment prob-
lem defined in previous section. The algorithm is divided in
three phases, namely, reachability analysis, abstract planning
and plan generation.
The first phase computes the states of the components that
can be obtained, starting from an empty configuration. If the
target state can be reached, an abstract plan is generated
describing the needed types of components and a path to reach
the target state. Subsequently a concrete plan is obtained by
specifically instantiating the component types selected in the
abstract plan.
As a running example we model the compilation of package
kerberos with ldap support in a Debian system. To build ker-
beros (krb5) the libldap2-dev package of openldap is needed.
This package however depends on libkrb5-dev from krb5.
There is therefore a circular dependency between krb5 and
openldap. In Debian the generic way to deal with these cir-
cular dependencies is profile builds: every package caters for
multiple stages of staged/bootstrap build, so that if necessary a
package can have stage1, stage2, . . . before the final, normal,
build. In the kerberos case, krb5 is built in the first stage
miss ng out the generation of t e krb5-ldap package. Then
openldap can be built directly into its normal build satisfying
its dependencies. Once openldap is built, krb5 can also be
build into its normal stage. This process would be modeled in
Aeolus as depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Representation of the krb5 and openldap components.
A. Reachability analysis
The first step in the proposed technique checks if the the
desired target state can be reached. To do so all reachable
states are computed, for each of the component types in the
given universe. In the following we use the pair ￿T ,q￿ to
denote a component type T and one of its state q.
An increasing sequence of sets of component-state pairs
S0, . . . ,Sn is built in such a way that Si+1 extends Si with
the new states that can be reached upon execution of a state-
Change action. The first set, S0, contains all the components
in their initial state, i.e. S0 = {￿T ,q0￿ | q0 initial state of T }.
Formally Si+1 is the largest set satisfying the following con-
straints:
• Si ⊆ Si+1;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies the existence of ￿T ,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that there is a transition from q￿ to q in the state automaton
of T ;
• ￿T ,q￿ ∈ Si+1 implies that for every require port r acti-
vated by the state q of T there exists ￿T ￿,q￿￿ ∈ Si such
that the state q￿ of T ￿ activates a provide port r.
The generation of sets proceeds until a fix-point is reached
(i.e. Si+1 = Si). When the fix-point is reached, if the last set
does not contain the target pair it means a plan to achieve the
goal does not exist and therefore the procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we continue with the next phase.
As input to the next phase, we consider a graph-like repre-
sentation, called reachability graph, of the sets S0, . . . ,Sn that
keeps track of all the possible ways to obtain the component
state-pairs at level i+1 from those at level i. More precisely,
the graph has as nodes the pairs in S0, . . . ,Sn: if one node
at level i+ 1 was already present at level i, the two nodes
are connected with an arc , if a state pair ￿T ,q￿ at level
i+ 1 can be obtained from ￿T ,q￿￿ at level i by means of a
stateChange action, an −→ arc from the former to the latter is
added. Visually the reachability graph can therefore be seen as
Metis: 
input output 
Mandriva ADE 
(Aeolus Deployment Engine) 
u Mandriva (il partner industriale del 
progetto Aeolus) sta integrando questo 
tool nella sua suite per la gestione di 
applicazioni cloud 
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= + 
Lavori futuri… 
u … quindi vari spunti per 
approfondimenti e tesi 
n  Modellare anche i contenitori per i 
componenti: 
w Macchine virtuali (automatizzare/ottimizzare la 
distribuzione dei componenti e delle risorse) 
w Geo-localizzazione delle macchine fisiche che 
ospitano le macchine virtuali 
w Multi-cloud (applicazioni disposte su piu’ cloud 
provider) 
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Lavori futuri… 
u … quindi vari spunti per 
approfondimenti e tesi 
n  Interfaccia grafica  
(tipo Juju o CloudMF) 
n  Riconfigurazione: Metis prevede che si 
parta da una configurazione vuota 
n  Collegarsi ad un reale linguaggio di 
deployment (l’output per ora e’ in 
linguaggio naturale) 
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